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Government of Haryana

Subject: Landscaping plan at Ancient Budhha Stupa, Kurukshetra

Department is planning to do landscaping and beautification of the site which is a state
protected site of Ancient Budhha Stupa, dies on tlie holy land of Kurukshetra. The site has its
own rich Historical and cultural background from the ancient times of Mahabharta. The site
is located on the shorter side of Braham Sarovar, along with the fine arts college and
university campus behind.

Brief description of the site-

The Ancient Budh Stupa is Situated (29'' 57' 46" N 76" 49' 15" E) in the north-east area
of Kurukshetra University near Fine Arts Department. Brahmasarovar lies on the east side of
the stupa. The mound is spread over an area of approximately three acres and the height of
the mound is around 4 meters from the surrounding ground level.

Thanesar is an old and historic town on the banks of the now disappeared Vedic river
Saraswati in Kurukshetra district of Haryana in northern India. This town is situated about 10
km west of Pipli. It is located, approximately ..! 60, km north-west of Delhi, and 100 km from
Chandigarh, the capital of Haryana. It is an old lioly and historical town, where millions of
people have been coming from times immemorial spurred by a religious motive and a
burning faith in the sacredness of its soil. This place is a witness of the great war of
Mahabharata.

During the period of the rise of 16 Mahajanpada, Thanesar was part of major
Mahajanapada which was called Kuru Janapada in Jambudvipa. The Buddhist work
Yoginitantantra makes several references of Kurukshetra. According To Buddhist literature
the city of Kurukshetra was visited by Gautam Btlddha. According to the Dipvansa, Buddha
came to the land of Thanesar, and he received his alms on the Anotatt Lake (Ajusaghat).

The name Sthanvisvai'a is derived from Sthana (abode) of Iswara (or Mahadeva) or from
the junction of his name Sthaanu and Iswara or from Sthanu and Sar, a lake.
Parbhakarvardhan, father of Harashvardhana, was the king of the Vardhana dynasty and his
capital at Sthaneshvra (Thanesar) after that in the early medieval period Thanesar was ruled
by Pratihara and Tomar dynasties.. Archaeological remains deliver the information that
Sunga, Kushana, Gupta, Vardhana, Pre-Medieval and Medieval period culture survived on
this Place.

Five burnt bricks structures were recovered during the archaeological course at mound.
First three structures belong to Kushana phase, one related to Gupta period, last structure has
the four successive phases which belong to Vardhana period to later medieval period.

A Tri-ratha style burnt-brick temple remains which belongs to Kushana period. Only
the remains of foundation were found. The Temple had an internal square sanctum measuring
7.5m with 70cm projection and an entrance on eastern axis in a small porch.

A round shaped structure remains with a diameter of 9m was found just below the
humus to the eastern side of the mound. This structure was built by burnt bricks measuring
35 X 21 X 5.5 and 37 x 22 x 73cm. Only five courses are intact on south-west side. Other
portion of the structure was removed by earth diggers. This structure might have been like a
drum in shape. It is looks like Dmekha stupa.

A massive wall of a big compound which'was built dtiring the Harsha period. This
wall was constructed by reused bricks of previous periods. The width of this wall is 3 mt and
was cleared up to 30m. This wall has support on the outer side. This compound belonged to
the structure which is popularly called stupa. Thiis structure was built on five phase.

Government of Haryana
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Design Methodology-

The site has its own Religious sanctity,.tie different community lias its own cultural

values,.preserving the values in their reign only and amalgamating all the cultures at a single
place.

Design methodology is inspired from the world Buddhist architecture and style, so
that we will be able to reincarnate our site to an iconic style of architecture in its cultural

perspective and borrowing the design from the Z'en .garden and creating our own style and
coining the term as "AMALGAMATION OF BUDDHIST ARCHITLCTURE STYLE" with

garden named as NIRVANA.

Design Features

®  Preserving the monument sanctity in every possible manner.
j

■  Tree plantation is• mostly along the lOni peripheral belt Of the site and rest is

planned mostly earthly. ■ ' . . .

"  Preserving every single grown tree on site.

°  Preserving the mound, just reshaping some of tlie places to recreate a resourceful

space.

Why NIRVANA?

'fhe garden design comprises the idyllic features with a blissful .scenario or the

natural scenic beauty wliich will act as the reincarnation of the site around the monument and

using the live elements of design (The Buddhist temples are designed to. symbolize .5

elements: Fire, Air, Earth, Water, and Wisdom)

Following the trail in the aarden.

At the comnienccmcnt of the path, one will walk through the densely planted

trees leading to a diversion from sacred pool with floating Buddha, and one can

experience all the five elements of Buddhist architecture, style commencing from ̂ ^ iiter,

then earth around the monument, then air while walking down the bamboo tree path,

then again fust come water, then the fire lanterns and then wisdom can be attained by

doing the meditation or by participating in the rituals with the same grace and decorum

as it is necessary.

This participation will bring you the calm, peace, and .serenity, though in the

hustle-bustle of the city, bringing peace and calmnc.ss can act as bliss to our life, wliicii

we knew is the meaning of Nirvana itself.

Preserving the sanciily of BRAHAMSAROVAR, and using the. vicinity in a

profound way which is creating an ocean of opportunities, as well as will help us in inHaiirig

the social, economic, and the cultural values summed up all together at a place.

Social Value-

■= Giving the equal opportunity to the Bjiddhi.st community (minority class in the
terms of population)

Government of Haryana
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«  Creating a well-planned space alike the Braiima Sarovai-.

=  Creating a democratic environmeni for a

Cultural Value-

different cultural society.

Important monument for the Buddhist community and preserving its sanctity.
Reshaping the area and creating a garden of five elements which are used in making

of Buddhist temple.' .v.. .. .>

By giving the importance to this place we are creating a cultural hub of

communities of India as well as Haryana.

Developing the site as the pilgrimage site.

Economic Viilue-

to generate money on regular and even anBy investing money to this site, we v/ill also able
occasional basis and also ripping the fruits of oppcrtnniiies.

"  Ticketing will add the value to this 4-aci;e site, and gel more benctils at the time ol"

Geeia Mahotsav and Purnima's.

°  Meditation classes can be a pan to raise the fund.

®  We can akso provide monthly passes to the students and teaciiers residing in the

campus for morning and evening v/alk.

"  Creating a tourist spot escpecially monks.

Above all this, we arc going to create a n|Mcro-climaiic and adding an environmental
feature to this surrounding in the form of a lush green garden, designed like a garden in the

forest, which will enhance the ecosystem of the surrounding.

Please see the above note of Shri Jaidocp Singh (.I.E.). This type of work will be

good achivcment for the department. It may creaic the sile ccnirc of attraction of the tourist

as well as pilgrims from India and abroad.

U

G/Overnment of Han/an;
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Tentative expenditure may be 5 crores approximately which may be examined by
any Govt. Nodal agency.

File is submitted for approval/order please.

Deputy Director, Archaeology
ye.

Worthy ̂ dctor [A&M]
Dr. Banani Bhattachao/:Deputy-Director (A M)
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Department is planning to do landscaping and beautifying the complex by re
shaping state protected site at Ancient Budhha Stupa, lies on the holy land of
Kurukshetra. The site has its own rich Historical and cultural background from the ancient
times of Mahabharta. As per discussion with worthy ACS (A&M) on 19.6.19 the Project
specification is as follows

PROJECT INITIATION

^  PROJECT PLANNING

^  PROJECT EXCECUTION

PROJECT MONITORING AND CONTROL

/  PROJECT CLOSURE

PROJECT INITIATION

•  Upgradation and beautification of site.

•  Development of the land as the holy site.

PROJECT PLANNING

4 acres of land is planned as according to existing structures on the site and accordingly
a tentative rough estimate is prepared which is as follows:

CATEGORYl- STONE SCULPTURES

•  Buddha sculpture 15 ft.

«  Abstract featuring statues (20-30 in no.)

•  6 ft. lotus fountain (stone carved)

o  5 ft. pillar fountain (stone carved)

•  Stone vases (2)

•  Stone feature wall

The above-mentioned sculptures will be sculptured by the sculptors in a workshop under the
budget of 1 crore rupees.

CATEGORY 2- TRANSPLANTATION OF GROWN TREE

> A sapling of Bodhi tree from Bodh Gaya will be taken.
> Grown Trees

Bamboo tree (4000 in no.)

Amaltas

Jacaranda

GulmcJiai*

Kachnair

Haarshringar

Bombax Ceiba

Champa

Hari Champa

Bottle brush

Bougainvillea

Plants

Lemon Grass

Photinia

Monstera Deliciosa

Fern

Pothos (money plant)

Goverriment of Haryrma
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Iodine Plant

Chinese Evergreen

Fiddle Leaf Fig

Snake Plant

Philodendron

Lotus

Tlie all above mentioned trees and plants will be purchased and planted under budget of 2 ̂
crore rupees.

CATEGORY 3- PREPARING NEW STRUCTURES

•  Luxury Eco Friendly Washrooms

•  Stone Benches, Fire Lanterns, Cast Iron Railing

•  Meditation Gazibo (Temple Style)

e  Shed (Cast Iron + Manglore Tiles)

•  Souvenir Shop Cum Office

All need to be prepare under a budget of 1 crore rupees.

CATEGORY 4- BASIC LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS

Drainage

Water Bodies Equipments

Civil work (pathway)

•  Water Sprinklers

All need to be prepare under a budget of 75 lakh runecs.

CATEGORY 5- LABOUR

And the rest of the labour can be adjusted under a budget of 50 lakh rupees.

CATEGORY 6- MAINTENANCE BUDGET

A 75 lakh rupees of deposit will be made under this category, whose yearly interest
can be used for the maintenance of garden without harnessing the amount.

PROJECT EXECUTION

The estimate may be examined by PWD B&R.

The construction may be executed by PWD B&R under the supervision of the
Department Of Archaeology And Museums, Haryana.

^ Trees may be planted by FOREST DEPARTMENT with the consultation of
Department Of Archaeology And Musetims, Haryana,

TIME FIMME

SITE CLEARANCE (5 days)

-  Remove trees/ sapling which cause obstruction to monument.
Remove eucalyptus trees.

-  Smoothing the mound as per the requirement.

•  DEMARCATION (8 days simultaneous with site clearance)

Demarcation of prepared structures.

Demarcation of the plantation area.
-  Demarcation of laying pattern of drainage, supply faucets, pathways, water
bodies, street light/'lanterns.

EXCAVATION (2 days)

Government of Haryana
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If require or necessary, the it will be done.

EXECUTION OF DRAWINGS (45days)
SUB STRUCTURE (3 davsl

Foundation for washrooms (2 days)
Souvenir shop (1 day)
PCC beds for water bodies (3 days)
Foundation bed for Meditation Gazebo (1 days)

SUPER STRUCTURE (27days)
Washrooms walls (6 days)
Slabs casting (4 days)
Plumbing layout (3 days)
Plastering (2 days)
Tiling / flooring (3 days)
Interior detailing (6 days)

Painting

LANDSCAPING (30 davsl

Laying the plumbing pattern (6 days)
Laying the drainage pattern & pathways (6 days)
Stone work / Pebble work (8 days)
Fountain construction (6 days)
Parking (6 days)
Grass pavers inter-locking tiles as floor (3 days)
Trees transplantation (10 days)
Railing work (4 days)
Shed construction (will be assembled on site) (3 days)
Grass cover (7 days)

PROJECT MONITORING AND CONTROL

All the drawings and execution will be monitored and controlled under the guidance of
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND MUSEUMS, HARYANA.

PROJECT CLOSURE

Project will be examined as per the drawings and the records.

DESIGN METIIODQLOGY-

The site has its own Religious sanctity, the different community has its own cultural values,
preserving the values in their reign only and amalgamating all the cultures at a single place.
Design methodology is inspired from the world Buddhist architecture and style, so that we

will be able to reincarnate our site to an iconic style of architecture in its cultural perspective
and borrowing the design from the Zen garden and engendering our own style and coining
the term as "AMALGAMATION OF BUDDHIST ARCHITECTURE STYLE" with
garden designated as NIRVANA.

DESIGN FEATURES

preserving the monument sanctity in every possible manner.

tree plantation is mostly along the 10m peripheral belt of the site and rest is
orchestrated mostly earthly.

Governmeyit of Harvana
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•  - preserving every single grown tree on site.

•  preserving the mound, just reshaping some of the places to reconstitute a resourceful
space.

why NIRVANA?

The garden design comprises the idyllic features with a blissful scenario or the natural

scenic comeliness which will act as the reincarnation of the site around the monument

and utilizing tlie five elements of design (The Buddhist temples are designed to

designate 5 elements: Fire, Air, Earth, water, and Wisdom).

❖ Following the trail in the garden, at the commencement of the path, one will ambulate
through the densely planted trees leading to a diversion from sacred pool with floating
Buddha.

❖ One can experience all the five elements of Buddhist architecture style in following
ways:

<♦ Commencing from water, then earth around the monument, then air while ambulating
down the bamboo tree path, then again first come water, then the fire lanterns and then
wisdom call be procured by doing the rumination or by participating in the rituals with
the same grace and decorum as it is indispensable.

o This participation will bring you the serene, tranquillity, and serenity, though in
the hustle-bustle of the city, bringing tranquillity and placidity can act as bliss to
your life, which we kenned is the designation of Nirvana itself.

o Preserving the sanctity of BRAHAMSAROVAR, and utilizing the vicinity in a
profound way which is engendering an ocean of opportunities, which will avail
us in inflating the convivial, economic and the cultural values summed up and
mass together at a place. ■ '

SOCIAL VALUE-

o  giving the equal opportunity to the minority class (in the terms of population)

•  engendering a well-orchestrated space kindred, the Brahma Sarovar.

•  engendering a democratic environment for a different cultural society.

CULTUIUL VALUE-

»  Consequential monument for the Buddliist community and preserving its sanctity.

•  reshaping the area and engendering a garden of five elements which are utilized in
making of Buddhist temple.

•  by giving the consequentiality to this place we are engendering a cultural hub of
communities of India.

ECONOMIC VALUE-

GovBrnment of Harvana
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By investing mazuma to this site, we will withal able to engender ma2nima on
conventional and even an infrequent substratum and additionally ripping the fruits of
opportunities.

ticketing will integrate the value to this 4-acre site, and get more benefits at the time of
Geeta Mahotsav and Purnima's.

Meditation classes can be a component to raise the fund.

we can withal provide monthly passes to the students and edifiers residing in the
campus for morning and evening walk.

Above all this, we are going to engender a micro-climatic and integrating an environmental
feature to this environment in the form of a lush green garden, designed like a garden in the
forest, which will enhance the ecosystem of the circumventing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET-

Budget will be 6 crore approximately.

File is submitted for approval of the project please.

Worthy Di^^tor
Deputy Director Archaeology

Dr. Banani Bhahaohr^iyya
Deputy DirQctor (A Si

f.T- 0..

Govfirnmfin? of Haryana
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Goveninjeiit of Har^ana

Subject: Minuves of the Mectiug rcgardiag Landscaping plan of Ancient

Bauddhha Stupa, Kuniksbetra held on July 2019 under the

Chairmanship of Shri Ravi Prakash Gupta, IAS, Director,

Archaeology of Museums at his office room in Sector iO

Chandigarh at 11 AM.

The following olficers were piescni in trie meeting:

1. Shri K.C.Meena, APCCi% Foicsi Depariment, Haryana

2. Dr Banani Bhattacharyya. Dy.. Director, Depaiinient of Archaeology & Museums,

Haryana

3. Shri Raghavendra Kurriar Rai, Assistant Director, Archaeology & Museums,

Haryana

4. Shri Sanjit Kumar, SE, PWD B&R," Ambala

5. Shri Jaideep Singh, J.E., Department of Archaeology & Museums, Haryana

I  •

At the outset, Shri Ravi Prakash Gupta, IAS, Director, Archaeology & Museums

Department Haryana welcomed the participanis ' ' • •
With permission of the chair the.Dy Direcior explained the agenda of the meeting.

After detailed deliberations and discus-sions of the project and scope of work related to

both the departments, the following decisions were taken in the meeting

Shri K.C.Meena from Forest Department understood the plan and agreed upon
lain c r

vork structure. Forest DeparlmentASubmiilcd the estimate for the work.the work structure. Forest Depai

2. Drawings need to be prepared jwilh in a week by the Department of
Archaeology & Museums and provide to PWD B&R.Bascd on said drawings, PWD will

prepare estimate Bill of Quantities (BOQ).

3. Shri K.C.Meena suggested trees as well as Gazibo related work will be

cunsideied. viz, Bamboo- Lotlaa Bamboo, Madagascar Almond, Sandle wood and

Rudraksh tree may be included. Benches !jiay|be purchased from Faridabad and fountains
from Dhosa, Rajasthan.

Meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair.

File is submitted for order/instruction please

h/i>;
II- 7-/^

Dy. Director, Archaeology '

Government of Haryana CyA
KEEP HARYANA CLEAN AND POLLUTIONTREE

_L
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VucL ^uJoM4+k<i f^-r V^M(i J'-ey^kSL^ 11-^.

rirTiiJ? , - . ....1'. o\u«i3t?.l^oA(J^PllS pGO)
3iqelW-f ^ ^ I

Rl^Kl^ft^ ^ war^, WR ^lu^Sel, ^R-q|U|| 3R«[R^fT ^fRf ^^n"-.
11 ^ ̂  ^gRf^er ^ ̂  ^ ^
el^sW^lM^I cTSTT ^ 93.95 eflW ^ Estimate cfif
2019.20 ^ 62.41 ell^ ^ ^ Wi" ^ "^,#1 ̂  ifR ^

_ vJHPl^i^lcf? SKI Pl^llclRacI' -c^—f^FiW 1^'^TFT ^R^^|U[| ^
^ S^K^j ^ Estimate ^ ^ ̂  t?[T% M'^-diRd t:-

1. Creation of Signages= 17.50 lacs.

•  2., Creation of Gazabo = 5.00 lacs.

3. Ecofriendiy benches =7.00 lacs.

4. Display of Murals =15.00 lacs.

Total Rs.= 44.5 lacs

^4>;Vd .3T^m cPT wsra?, f^TTTT c[fr ^
. =93.95—44.5=49,45 efRI eKT^-tl

6 N/P ^ 11 N/P Sr^TRK TTPP%T
^  1%^tt ^ stt ^stt f^di'cp 24.072^

^ ̂  ftWT ?R5tftt ^ cfTRt ctTT Estimate HPTT W SJT I WPftT ^
f?PTFT ^ 2TKfFTT Protection/ Preservation and Development of
Ancient Monument / Sites ^ Sub- Head 'Maintenance' ^
wrrf^ 11 Tf 2.00 ^15^ ^ tjiR^ 11 f!r^ cf5t
r-. s. ^ ^ U-44-5i:i,^iK I^Rt frmi^ ^ 20 wla^ia ^ ̂  ̂  11
f^RT^ 2.00 ^ ̂  ^ 40 00 ^ ̂  ̂
^ W ^fl^ 11 YTftr 49.45-40.00= 9.45 '^m frFTTfr
3T9T4T Ri+1l^ vTpfi M'^TjlRld "§" I
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Government of Haryana

Subject: Requirement of clarifications over the item of works in estimate submitted

by the Office of the Conservator of Forests, North Circle, Haryana,

Ambala and DFO, Kurukshetra for the project, "Landscaping and

beautification of the State protected site of Ancient Buddha Stupa,

Kurukshetra, Haryana, India

The clarifications are required for the following:

1. In the previous meetings held on 11.07. 19 and 21.08.19, with Forest Department

(Ambala) and PWD B&R (Kurukshetra), it was agreed to transplant the grown

trees of height ranging from the 10 feet to 20 feet (approx.) subject to the species

being relocated (mentioned in drawings shared with respective concerned

persons). But, to the department of Archaeology and Museums astonishment the

estimate is prepared for the trees of height ranging from the 03 feet to 10 feet.

Hence it required to provide the details/reasons in writing for the same.

2. Regarding point 3.2 (Nursery/sourcing of plants), the Office of the Conservator of

Forests, North Circle, Haryana, Ambala and DFO, Kurukshetra may be requested

to submit the list of the nursery or the source of the plants/trees to be procured

from and the species that are not within the department. Further they also may

provide the number and species of plants/trees to be grown in the departmental

nursery.

3. The Office of the Conservator of Forests, North Circle, Haryana, Ambala and

DFO, Kurukshetra may be requested to provide the detailed specification (design,

working details, fixing details, material, key locations and others) of the proposed

item - WILDLIFE AND PLANT SIGNAGES.

4. The items. Creation of Gazebo, Ecofriendly Benches, and Display of Murals are

not the part of the scope of work of Office of the Conservator of Forests, North

Circle, Haryana, Ambala and DFO, Kurukshetra.

5. The quantities of the tree taken are unrealistic. They may check, revise and submit

the quantity subject to the design and site.

6. Two species of the Bamboo were finalized but only one has been taken in the

estimate, and Bambax Ceiba is also missing from the estimate. It is also proposed

that they may specify the reason.

Government of Haryana
KEEP HARYANA CLEAN AND POLLUTION FREE
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Government of Haryana

7. Technical drawings/diagrams are required for the plantation groves for both the

trees/plants/shrubs/bamboos.

8. Further, it is requested that a presentation should be given by the Office of tite

Conservator of Forests, North Circle, Haryana, Ambala and DFO, Kurukshetra to

the Department of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana concerning the

implementation of their scope of work.

9. Regarding payment it should be on the basis of survive trees and not merely on

number of trees planted.

Submitted for information and necessary actions.

YmhSifi^al

(Technical Assisstant)

Ae/(OL)

Please see the above note submitted by Shri Yatin Singhal. T.A. It is proposed

that a letter" maybe sent to Conservator of Forests, North Circle, Haryana, Ambala and .

DFO, Kurukshetra accordingly.

File is submitted for approval please.

Dy. Director, Archaeology

cl^jj ueAiiJ , ^
A -3) OuJi 1". p\ ■ ^ ^

Government of Haryana
KEEP HARYANA CLEAN AND POLLUTION FREE
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Government of Haryana

Subject: Meeting minutes, on the Rough Cost Estimate for Construction of

BudhaStupu in District Kurulcshetrnsubmitted by The Engineer-in-

Chief (Bldgs), Haryana, PWD "B&R Branch, Chandigarh. Memo No.

175050, dated: 01-10-19, meeting held on 15^^^ October, 2019, Tuesday.

Today under the presence of the Dr. Banani Bhattacharya (Deputy Director, Dept.

of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana, Chandigarh), Mr Yatin Singhal (Technical

Assistant, Dept. of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana, Chandigarh), Shri Gurucharan

Singh (SDO Kurukshetra), Shri Vikas (JE Kurukshetra), the following were discussed:

1. -The ..Archaeology & Museums, Department, Haryana, Chandigarh, Has not issued

any structural drawings till date. The structural drawings of the proposed

structures shall be produced by the PWD B&R. Though, the, working drawings

(other than structural details) may be issued by the Archaeology & Museums,

Department, Haryana, Chandigarh.

2. The quantities and items taken in the rough cost estimate are subjective.

3. The lump sum amount for the electrical works had been taken by the PWD B&R

Kurukshetra in the rough.cost estimate which shall be specified in the detailed

estimate by the PWD B&R, Kurukshetra before the call of tender.

4. A final detailed cost estimate shall be submitted by the PWD B&R, Kurukshetra

before the call of the tender. . r ./

5. The Rough cost estimate as submitted by Engineer-in-Chief (Bldgs), Haryana,

PWD B&R Branch, Chandigarh is Rs.447.71 lacs. The total budget of the project

is 6 crores.

Submitted for information and approval please.

\
Yat'ti

. (Technical Assisstant)

p.

f  Government of Haryana
/  KEEP HARYANA CLEAN AND POLLUTION FREE
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Government of Haiyana

J).T)

Subjecl: Meeting minutes for the meeting at Buddha Stupa, Kiirukshetra, dated:

10^'' December, 2019, Tuesday

Site meeting at Buddha Stupa, Kurukshetra was conducted, dated: 10'^ December,

2019, Tuesday, regarding the project Landscaping and Beautification of state protected

site complex of Ancient Buddha Stupa, Kiirukshetra.

The meeting was held under the presence of Dr. Banani Bhaltachary>'a (Deputy

Director, Dept. of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana, Chandigarh), ArYatinSinghal

(Icchnical Assistant, Dept. of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana, Chandigarh),

ShVircnder Gill (DFO, Kiirukshetra), ShShamsher Singh (RFC, Kiirukshetra), and Sh.

1 inku (forest Guard, Kiirukshetra), to proceed with the measurements of the tree, plants

and grass to be transplanted on the site for the project.

I he qiiantiiies were checked on the site along with their locations. The observations

were made by both the departments and shared on site with each other. The forest

department may revise the estimate and resubmit to the Dept. of Archaeology and

Museums, Haryana with the revised quantities as early so that the work can be carried out

in the month of February.

related documents are attached along with this letter over which observations

were made.

Submitted for information and necessary actions.

Ar YatlnSinghal

(Technical Assistant)

f; u

Hp:

e,.

-/y.

Government of Haryana
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Government of Haryana

t

Subject: Brief note on the project, "Beautification and Landscaping of state
protected monument, Buddha Stupa, Kurukshetra, entitled —
NIRVANA.

The project is about redeveloping the site at Ancient Budhha Stupa, lies on the holy
land of Kurukshetra. The site has Its own rich Historical and cultural background from
the ancient times of Mahabharta. The site is located on the shorter side of Braham
Sarovar, along with the fine arts college and university campus behind. The work shall
comprise the idyllic features with a blissful scenario or the natural scenic comeliness
which will act as the reincarnation of the site around the monument and utilizing the five
elements: Fire, Air, Earth, water, and Wisdom.

Design features-

> Preserving the monument sanctity in every possible manner.

> Tree plantation is mostly along the 1 Om peripheral belt of the site and rest is
planned mostly earthly.

> Preserving every single grown tree on site.

> Preserving the mound, just reshaping some of the places to recreate a resourceful
space.

> Preserving the sanctity of Brahamsarovar, and using the vicinity in a profound
way, which is creating an ocean of opportunities, as well as will help us in
inflating the social, economic and the cultural values summed up all together at a
place.

The estimated cost will be 6 crore and [t was decided that the work to be executed
,  / I through PWD B&R (Kurukshetra) and Ofte of the Conservator of Forests, North Circle,

I Haryana, Ambala. Estimated cost will be debited from maintenance sub head of
Preservation/Protection scheme of the budget.

The scope has been defined but not limited to — upgradation of tourist amenities such
as souvenir shop, ticket counter, help desk, cloak room, public health, parking, creation of
gazebo, eco-friendly benches, site illumination, site plumbing and space for the staff.
These works shall be executed by the PWD B&R (Kurukshetra). The preliminary
estimate has been submitted by the PWD B&R (Kurukshetra) to the Department of
Archaeology and Museums, Haryana for the approval which is Rs. 447.71/- lakhs.
After the approval they shall submit the detailed estimate.

Further, the transplantation of trees/ shrubs/ grass (horticulture work), treatment of the
site with anti- termites solutions, shall be done by the Office of the Conservator of
Forests, North Circle, Haryana, Ambala. They are required to submit the revised estimate
for their scope of work to the Department of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana.

Government of Haryana
KEEP HARYANA CLEAN AND POLLUTION FREE
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Government of Haryana

So it is proposed that the estimate submitted by PWD B&R may be approved so that
the project may be carried by the the department.

File is submitted for information and necessary approval of higher authority.

Dy. Director, Archaeology
SO

Worthy Director
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